
Why Alvarado?
Alvarado is the leading manufacturer of pedestrian 
gates. Since its founding in 1956, Alvarado  
equipment has been installed in thousands of 
locations throughout the world. 

Our superior product quality, integration expertise 
and industry leading service and support are just a 
few reasons that many of the world’s most respected 
companies use our products again and again. 

Motorized barrier optical turnstiles from 
Alvarado provide secure bi-directional entry 
control, while blending beautifully with 
high end environments. A combination of 
integrated sensors and motorized barriers 
control access, block unauthorized entry 
attempts, and detect “tailgating” on allowed 
entries. Sounds and lights alert when an 
unauthorized passage is attempted.

The Supervisor 5000 is the thinnest optical 
turnstile available. It has clear, bi-directional 
swinging motorized barrier panels and a 
stylish, architectural design that enhances any 
access control installation.

OPTICAL TurnsTILesALvArAdOmfg.COm

For more information or to order, call 909.591.8431 or visit us online at www.alvaradomfg.com

Common AppliCAtions
• Interior Entry/Exit Control
• Time & Attendance Integration
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KeY feATures BenefITs

AvAilAble models
SU5000 - Single 28” Wide Lane (2 cabinets) 
SU5000E - Center extension cabinet - 28”
SU5000-A - Single 36” Wide Lane (2 cabinets)
SU5000E-A - Center extension cabinet - 36”

options
A number of options and a selection of materials 
and finishes are available.

ComplementAry prodUCts
Custom barriers are ideal companions to our 
optical turnstiles. They can fill gaps in your 
installation, direct pedestrians and provide an 
integrated appearance. 

OPTICAL TurnsTILes

Great Looking, Architectural Design The thinnest, most stylish optical turnstile on the market.  
it enhances any installation and fits any environment.

Thinnest Optical Turnstile Available Cabinets measure a slim 3.8” wide, which takes substantially less 
floor space than other models.
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Alvarado’s knowledgeable staff understands that many 
customers do not deal with turnstiles on a regular basis. We 
offer expert assistance and technical expertise to ensure the 
best solution is selected for your facility. 

Additional information, including detailed specifications, 
installation manuals, CAD drawings, application images and 
throughput considerations can be found online.
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12660 Colony Street • Chino, CA 91710 USA
+1.909.591.8431 • Toll Free: 800.423.4143

Dimensions shown in inches (mm).

Superior Optical Detection Integrated sensors monitor passage, detecting unauthorized access 
and “tailgating” behind an authorized user.

Space-Saving Center Cabinets Center cabinets use the same amount of floor space as end cabinets 
(regardless of barrier size), resulting in a smaller installation footprint.

Fast, Reliable & Quiet Operation Powerful motors and precise position encoders provide  
thousands of quiet, trouble-free activations per day.

Various Barrier Heights/Widths Barriers can be ordered as low, mid or full height as well as 28” or 36” 
passage widths - ideal for disabled or special needs access.

Easy Systems Integration easily integrates with most access control and safety systems.

Optional Panel Etching Barriers and side panels may be etched with customer logo or graphic  
for a high-end, customized appearance.
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